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Studio C drives innovation on social issues in Cincinnati. As both a physical working 
space and a multi-phased curriculum, Studio C offers local non-profit organizations 
the place and the tools to begin their work on creative community change. 
By participating in Studio C, non-profits are introduced to Design Thinking, Social 
Innovation, and Leadership concepts to build their problem-solving capacity.

The six-month program brings groups through a design process aimed at achieving 
the Bold Goals for our region. These goals, established by the United Way of Greater 
Cincinnati in 2010, target significant improvement in the areas of education, income, 
and health by the year 2020.

Studio C is a collaborative effort of Design Impact and United Way of Greater 
Cincinnati:

What is Studio C?
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Design thinking is one of the core methodologies shared through Studio C to help 
organizations think differently and develop new solutions. It is often described as a 
creative problem solving process that employs empathy, creativity, and rationality to 
define, explore and solve problems. Simply put, design thinking empowers us to take 
something that is, and make it how it ought to be.

The diagram below outlines the trimester design of the Studio C program, further 
broken down into six key elements.  Design Impact, a Cincinnati-based social 
innovation firm, created each of these stages and their accompanying curriculum.

What is Design Thinking?

From May through November 2015, organizations that participated in the 
trimester series had the unique opportunity to work through a real-world issue 
facing their communities while simultaneously learning innovation techniques. In 
the first trimester, teams focused on building empathy and understanding complex 
problems in the social sector. In the second trimester, teams used divergent thinking 
approaches to generate innovative solutions to their problems. In the final trimester, 
teams shaped their final concepts and lightly tested these new approaches. 

Studio C Timeline

The following pages tell one team’s journey through 
Studio C as they explored themselves, their work, and 
the many opportunities that arose to improve their 
community change efforts.
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Children, Inc. is the largest private nonprofit provider of high quality childcare in 
Kentucky. The Children, Inc. vision is to prepare young children to succeed in school 
and in life, and while the focus of their work is on children, the leadership at Children, 
Inc. recognizes that preparing kids for kindergarten requires engaged parents. 
Engaged parents practice healthy educational habits, like reading to their kids, and 
extend learning into the home,  the early childhood field is always looking for ways to 
help parents and families better engage in quality practices with their children.

“Working with parents and families of young children is the 
single most important thing we can do to prepare children 
for school and to have a healthy life. We’ve observed a 
gap between what parents know about early childhood 
development and what we’d like them to know and do.”

Josh Hatton, Director of Evaluation, along with Heather Gerker, Tess Hammons, and
Elizabeth Fricke signed up for Studio C to build new perspectives on their work, 
develop a deeper understanding of their parents and teaching staff, and to work on
innovative ideas and solutions for parent engagement. In the first few studios they 
framed their issue as:

”How might we prepare families for success by 
encouraging parents to prepare their children for
lifelong learning?”

Project Background

Rising to the Challenge

2 Children Inc.:
The Launch 
Program



Studio C challenges participants to talk directly with stakeholders and to build 
empathy and understanding for their perspective. In this case, the Children, Inc. team 
quickly moved to speak with several parents.  Through these interactions the team 
learned that the relationship between parents and teachers was often transactional, 
and needed to be stronger.

The Journey

“We learned that parents often feel as if they are told 
what they need to do and how to be a better parent. 
This often makes parents feel undervalued and as 
though they are not “good enough.” While our teachers 
and directors try very hard to inform parents of new 
research and strategies to help their child, we need to be 
aware of the parents’ desire to be included.”



“Parents’ busy schedules already included work, going 
grocery shopping, making dinner, dropping the kids 
off at school and picking them up, paying the bills, and 
all the other stresses parents deal with in one day. It is 
a constant struggle for parents to remember to engage 
their children these behaviors.”

Based on these insights, the team decided to build their staff’s capacity to develop 
relationships and engage parents. They wanted to find new approaches to parent 
engagement that could get more parents to follow staff suggestions on early childhood 
development. To do so, they used the new tools they had learned in Studio C to 
introduce Design Thinking techniques to frontline staff. Teachers and administrators 
alike opened up and discussed possible solutions for developing relationships with 
families and encouraging parents to perform behaviors that would help their kids learn. 
In one of these sessions, a  staff member shared her experience with engaging parents 
by using small incentives to get them more involved in her classroom. She found that 
giving a small incentive, such as a bottle of lotion, made parents much more likely to 
complete the beneficial at-home behaviors and increased her ability to engage them 
directly.



“We want parents to be able to identify with this 
program and feel as if they’re part of something special. 
We are giving the program a unique name, logo, and 
overall feel to make it more like an exclusive club, to 
give parents a reason to feel accomplished and inspired 
simply by being a part of it.”

Based off one of their teachers’ experience and the insights from parent interviews, 
the team decided to develop an incentive program for parents. Incentive programs are 
used to increase involvement in beneficial behaviors in many other fields, most notably 
in healthcare. Children Inc.’s innovation was to bring a highly personalized incentive 
program to early childhood education.

The team’s first action was aimed at understanding what incentives and behaviors to 
focus on in their program. With support of Studio C facilitators, Children, Inc. set up 
two online surveys, one for parents and one for teachers, to help choose the behaviors 
and incentives they would use.

After getting the results from the online surveys, the team built their first prototype to 
test if parents would actually complete select behaviors for an incentive. They created 
a postcard to give to parents that invited them to be a part of the prototype. If parents 
completed one or two of the behaviors listed on the postcard, they would be entered 
into a raffle to win two tickets to the local aquarium. The behaviors listed on the card 
were simple and relatively easy to complete.

In this first prototype, nearly 40% of the parents participated by reading a book to 
their child. Parents verified this action by sending a photo or completing a short form.

Based on this early success, the team has continued to prototype in two classrooms at 
this center, allowing them to gather more information about participation and how to 
improve the program for parents and teachers. They are looking into digital platforms to 
efficiently expand the incentive program to engage more parents in more classrooms.In 
addition to refining the incentive structure the Children, Inc. team is working to improve 
the communication of the incentive program. Through Studio C technical assistance 
they were able to build an initial brand and identity, officially kicking off Launch.

The Solution

“If we develop this incentive program well and parents 
actually enjoy doing the behaviors, if we can make it 
fun for parents and families, then habits will develop 
and the behaviors will stick. Allowing parents more 
ownership in the process will be key, it will be unique to 
our program.”
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The long-term goal of Launch is to scale to other centers and develop a flexible 
structure that allows parents and teachers more ownership. As the team continues to 
test and refine their idea, they are building a digital platform to support an adaptable, 
scaled program. This effort was boosted in November 2015, when the team was 
awarded a $20,000 implementation grant from United Way to fund its further 
development.

Looking Forward

Looking
Forward

“Lots of people are excited to see how this plays out. 
Parents from other classrooms are already asking when 
it’s their turn to test out the incentive program. We are 
proud of our working model. We started Studio C with 
no real idea, no real goal, but we developed all of that 
through the process. We genuinely believe the incentive 
program will be transformative for Children, Inc. and 
all the families we serve.”



www.studiocincinnati.org

This is just one story from the Studio C journey. 
If you are interested in learning more, please get in touch!

Ramsey Ford
Design Impact

ramsey@d-impact.org

Mike Baker
United Way of Greater Cincinnati

Mike.Baker@uwgc.org
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